The A.B.C. Murders by Agatha Christie

One of the most popular writers of British crime fiction introduces us to Hercule Poirot, the Belgian detective who makes endless use of “the little grey cells” to solve the case and defeat his murderous foe before it’s too late!


The Hound of the Baskervilles by Arthur Conan Doyle

Perhaps the most famous of all the stories written by Arthur Conan Doyle, this Sherlock Holmes story pits the boundless intuition and skills of the famous detective towards solving a gruesome murder involving the legend of a terrifying hound from hell.
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Stories and Early Novels by Raymond Chandler

This collection of the early stories of iconic crime and detective fiction writer Raymond Chandler includes several full novels (including The Big Sleep, Farewell My Lovely and the High Window) as well as several short stories. Classic noir at its finest!
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The Simple Art of Murder by Raymond Chandler

This is another collection of Raymond Chandler’s finest hard-boiled detective fiction. The Simple Art of Murder will have you asking for more from the master of noir!
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The Big Sleep by Raymond Chandler

This novel marks the first appearance of the iconic detective Philip Marlowe and is considered to be one of the finest and most popular crime fiction novels ever written.
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The Maltese Falcon by Dashiell Hammett

Considered by many to be the father of the hard-boiled detective crime fiction novel, Dashiell Hammett brings to life the detective Sam Spade, a modern day knight roaming the back allies of Los Angeles in search of justice.
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Bedelia by Vera Caspary

Have you ever wondered if your wife was trying to kill you? If all might not quite be as it seems between the two of you? This novel has a newlywed husband begin to ask these questions about his wife.
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The Pelican Brief by John Grisham

Two Supreme Court Justices die. Is it because of politics? Is it because of money? Can two reporters find the truth before it’s too late? This book was adapted as a 1993 film starring Denzel Washington and Julia Roberts.
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Crime Fiction is literature that deals with fictional versions of crime. It is different from True Crime, which are tales based in fact. Crime Fiction is limited only by imagination and can including detective mysteries, noir thrillers, and courtroom drama. This brochure lists some examples of excellent crime fiction material available at the library!

**A New Omnibus of Crime Edited by Tony Hillerman and Rosemary Herbert**

Are you looking for the best modern material that crime fiction has to offer? Take a look at this collection which covers more than eight decades worth of stories and mysteries.
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**The Arbor House Treasury of Detective & Mystery Stories from the Great Pulps Edited by Bill Pronzini**

Are you interested in finding lost and forgotten classics of crime fiction? Take a look at this anthology which looks back at the high pulp era of crime fiction – the 1930s.
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**Brooklyn Noir Edited by Tim McLoughlin**

Looking for a story with a more familiar setting? Take a look at this collection of mystery by some of today's most modern and upcoming writers, all who use the borough of Brooklyn as the backdrop to their tales.
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**Hard Boiled Dames Edited by Bernard Drew**

Women in Crime Fiction are not just damsels in distress but also detectives, reporters, adventurers and criminals. As the cover blurb says this is: “A brass-knuckled anthology of the toughest women from the classic pulps.”
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**The Last Kill by Charlie Wells (Signet, 1955)**

Art by Robert A. Maguire

Take a look at our Crime Fiction Subject Guide: [http://guides.lib.jjay.cuny.edu/crimefiction](http://guides.lib.jjay.cuny.edu/crimefiction)

There is also plenty of online material available on the subject of crime fiction. Simply search “crime fiction” or your favorite authors name in the CUNY+ catalog to find more!